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The DUX 010 can be custom designed to fit most bed frames. It is available in certain north american sizes. please contact DUX to inquire. The DUX 010 spring system comes with a 20-year limited warranty.

The DUX 010
THE DEFINITION OF THE DUX SLEEP SYSTEM, 
PURE AND SIMPLE

The DUX 010 dynamic two-layer base is the perfect 
introduction to the legendary DUX comfort and 
support, and to a better nights sleep. predrilled holes 
with grommets make headboard attachment easy. The 
DUX 010 comes with our Xupport Top pad, as well as 
a choice of bed legs in various styles and finishes. The 
DUX 010 is handcrafted from the finest materials, and is 
presented in its own storage bag.

SwEDISH 
STEEL SPRINgS
at the heart of the DUX 010 are swedish 
steel springs – nearly 2 times as many as 
in an ordinary bed. more springs provide 
better contouring for your body, reducing 
pressure points which can help improve 
bloodcirculation.

Experience The DUX Difference

SPRINg 
MATTRESS
spring mattress with latex, cotton filling 
and two layers of springs on an interior 
hardwood frame. available in medium or 
firm spring densities.

EXTRA 
SUPPORT
The DUX 010 comes with our Xupport Top 
pad. This replaceable cotton covered latex 
top pad adds extra softness and cushioning.

STANDARD SIZES NUMBER OF SPRINgS DIMENSIONS

90x200/210/220 784/830/864

mattress height:  27 cm

Total mattress height with Xupport: 33 cm

recommended leg heights:

20cm, 23 cm, 30 cm

105x200/210/220 920/974/1014

120x200/210/220 1024/1084/1128

140x200/210/220 1192/1262/1314

160x200/210/220 1396/1478/1539

180x200/210/220 1568/1660/1728

210x200/210/220 1840/1948/2028
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The DUX 212 offers classic DUX support with
deeper springs for added contouring in addition
to customizable personal comfort Zones - The DUX 
pascal® system. predrilled holes with grommets 
make headboard attachment easy. The DUX 212 
comes with our Xupport Top pad, as well as a choice 
of bed legs in various styles and finishes. The DUX 
212 is handcrafted from the finest materials, and is 
presented in its own storage bag. The DUX 212 offers 
you the comfort and support that only a DUX Bed can 
give you. 

The DUX 212
CLASSIC DUX SUPPORT wITH 
DEEPER SPRINgS

The DUX 212 cannot be ordered in custom sizes. It is available in certain north american sizes. please contact DUX to inquire. The DUX 212 spring system comes with a 20-year limited warranty.

SwEDISH 
STEEL SPRINgS
at the heart of the DUX 212 
are swedish steel springs – 
nearly 3 times as many as in 
an ordinary bed. more springs 
provide better contouring for 
your body, reducing pressure 
points which can help improve 
bloodcirculation.

 DUX PASCAL® SYSTEM

everyone’s body is unique. 
That’s why many DUX Beds offer 
individualized comfort zones, 
allowing two people to select 
the perfect setting for their 
shoulders, lower back and legs.

Experience The DUX Difference

SPRINg 
MATTRESS
spring mattress built on an 
interior hardwood frame with 
two layers of springs.

EXTRA 
SUPPORT
The DUX 212 comes with 
our Xupport Top pad. This 
replaceable cotton covered 
latex top pad adds extra 
softness and cushioning.

STANDARD SIZES NUMBER OF SPRINgS DIMENSIONS

90x200/210/220 1876/1922/2034

mattress height:  32 cm

Total mattress height with Xupport: 38 cm

recommended leg heights:

12cm, 16cm, 20cm, 23cm

105x200/210/220 2180/2234/2364

120x200/210/220 2536/2596/2748

140x200/210/220 2956/3026/3204

160x200/210/220 3244/3326/3387

180x200/210/220 3752/3844/4068

210x200/210/220 4360/4468/4728
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The DUX 818 offers the ultimate sleep experience. 
It features thousands of interlocking springs that 
hold your body in a supportive sleep posture. It also 
showcases DUX’s technological innovations, including 
the pascal® personal comfort Zone system, and 
its independently adjustable lumbar support. It is 
handcrafted from the finest materials, and is presented 
in its own storage bag. a handheld fire extinguisher 
may be held in the new safety compartment. predrilled 
holes with grommets make headboard attachment 
easy. The DUX 818 comes with our Xupport Top pad, 
as well as a choice of bed legs in various styles and 
finishes.

The DUX 818
THE ULTIMATE IN LUXURY AND COMFORT

The DUX 818 cannot be ordered in custom sizes. It is available in certain north american sizes. please contact DUX to inquire. The DUX 818 spring system comes with a 20-year limited warranty.

SwEDISH 
STEEL SPRINgS
at the heart of the DUX 
818 are swedish steel 
springs – nearly 4 times 
as many as an ordinary 
bed. more springs provide 
better contouring for your 
body, reducing pressure 
points which can help 
improve bloodcirculation.

DUX PASCAL® 
SYSTEM
everyone’s body is unique. 
That’s why the DUX 818 
offers individualized 
comfort zones, allowing 
two people to select the 
perfect setting for their 
shoulders, lower back and 
legs.

ADJUSTABLE 
LUMBAR SUPPORT
The DUX 818 provides 
adjustable lumbar support 
on each side of the bed.

EXTRA 
SUPPORT
The DUX 818 comes with 
our Xupport Top pad. This 
replaceable cotton covered 
latex top pad adds extra 
softness and cushioning.

SAFETY 
COMPARTMENT
a handheld fire 
extinguisher may be 
held in the new safety 
compartment of The DUX 
818. You may use it in case 
of emergency or store 
other valuables within the 
pocket.

Experience The DUX Difference

STANDARD SIZES NUMBER OF SPRINgS DIMENSIONS

90x200/210/220 1184/1932/2046

mattress height:  44 cm

Total mattress height with Xupport: 50 cm

recommended leg heights:

8cm, 12cm, 16cm

105x200/210/220 2184/2240/2372

120x200/210/220 2568/2632/2788

140x200/210/220 2952/3024/3204

160x200/210/220 3324/3406/3467

180x200/210/220 3768/3864/4092

210x200/210/220 4368/4480/4744
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The DUX axion cannot be ordered in custom sizes. The drive mechanism comes with a 3-year warranty and the spring system with a 20-year limited warranty.

The DUX Axion
The DUX axion combines the benefits of the DUX 
sleep system with the elevation capabilities of an 
adjustable bed. Its multi-layered swedish steel springs 
offer the perfect combination of stability and support, 
while its dynamic, silent motor helps you settle into 
just the right height and angle. The DUX axion comes 
with our Xupport Top pad and is presented in its own 
storage bag

SwEDISH 
STEEL SPRINgS
at the heart of The DUX axion 
are swedish steel springs. 
more springs provide better 
contouring for your body, 
reducing pressure points 
which can help improve 
bloodcirculation.

POwER 
TO SPARE
a 9-volt battery enables 
you to return the bed to 
its original flat position in 
case of a power outage.

FINgERTIP 
CONTROL
The DUX axion’s elevation 
can be easily adjusted with an 
ergonomic and userfriendly 
handheld remote control that 
features soft-touch night glow 
buttons.

Experience The DUX Difference

COMFORT IN ACTION

EXTRA 
SUPPORT
The DUX axion comes with 
our Xupport Top pad. This 
replaceable cotton covered latex 
top pad adds extra softness and 
cushioning.

STANDARD SIZES NUMBER OF SPRINgS DIMENSIONS

90x200/210 558/594 mattress height:  59 cm

Total mattress height with Xupport : 65 cm

recommended leg heights: 18cm (included)

105x200/210 682/726

120x200/210 806/832
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from size 165x210 two separate bases and one full top with two rows of pascal cassettes. The bases are synchronized to move equally. one hand control is delivered with one of the bases. 
for special sizes, please contact DUX customer service department. The drive mechanism comes with a 3-year warranty and the spring system with a 20-year limited warranty.

The DUX Dynamic
The DUX Dynamic bed combines the exceptional benefits of 
a DUX bed with the elevation capabilities of an adjustable 
bed. The advanced DUX Dynamic has three layers of flexible 
swedish steel springs to ensure that your body is supported 
naturally and comfortably. The upper layer is based on the 
unique DUX pascal system, with three comfort zones that 
adapt individually to your shoulders, torso and legs. The DUX 
Dynamic operates effortlessly with a safe, low voltage motor 
and is built to withstand years of use. The handoperated 
remote control makes the DUX Dynamic quiet and easy to use. 
The DUX Dynamic is supplied with a chrome retainer bar to 
hold the mattress in place. The DUX Dynamic comes with our 
Xupport Top pad and is presented in its own storage bag.

ADJUSTABLE COMFORT

STANDARD SIZES NUMBER OF SPRINgS DIMENSIONS

90x200/210 2020/2068

mattress height:  59 cm

Total mattress height with Xupport : 65 cm

recommended leg heights: legs included

105x200/210 2340/2396

120x210 2816

165x210 3808

180x200/210 4040/4136

SwEDISH 
STEEL SPRINgS
at the heart of the DUX 
Dynamic there are swedish 
steel springs. more 
springs provide better 
contouring for your body, 
reducing pressure points 
which can help improve 
bloodcirculation.

DUX PASCAL® 
SYSTEM
everyone’s body is 
unique. That’s why the 
DUX Dynamic offers 
individualized comfort 
zones, allowing two 
people to select the 
perfect setting for their 
shoulders, lower back and 
legs.

EXTRA 
SUPPORT
The DUX Dynamic comes 
with our Xupport Top pad. 
This replaceable cotton 
covered latex top pad 
adds extra softness and 
cushioning.

Experience The DUX Difference

FINgERTIP 
CONTROL
The DUX Dynamic’s 
elevation can be 
easily adjusted with 
an ergonomic and 
userfriendly handheld 
remote control that 
features soft-touch night 
glow buttons.

POwER 
TO SPARE
a 9-volt battery enables 
you to return the bed to 
its original flat position in 
case of a power outage.
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DUX top pads are available in certain Us sizes. please contact DUX to inquire. The DUX pascal® spring system comes with a 20-year limited warranty.

DUX Top pads

DUX offers two top pads for your DUX bed; Xupport, 
which is always included when buying a DUX bed, 
and the unique top pad pascal de luxe, with personal 
comfort zones.

DUX Top pads

FOR EXTRA SUPPORT AND COMFORT

XUPPORT
Xupport is a deeply tufted top pad with a core of latex which has an 
outer layer of cotton wadding for extra ventilation and softness.

PASCAL DE LUXE

everyone’s body is unique. That’s why the pascal de luxe top pad offers 
individualized comfort zones, allowing two people to select the perfect 
setting  for their shoulders, lower back and legs. The pascal® system 
is available for all DUX beds, either incorporated into the bed or as a 
separate top pad.

STANDARD SIZES DIMENSIONS

80x200/210/220

Xupport: 6 cm

pascal de luxe. 10 cm

comfortzons: soft (110), medium (120), firm (130)

                     matress width: 90-137 cm; 3 pascal®-cassettes
                                            140 cm; 3 or 6 pascal®-cassettes
                                            152-210 cm; 6 pascal®-cassettes

90x200/210/220

105x200/210/220

120x200/210/220

140x200/210/220

160x200/210/220

180x200/210/220

210x200/210/220


